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1 _ organic cinema: storyboard



Organic cinema, from World Wild Lab in Rotterdam, 2013 

In short, Organic Cinema V 1.0 from the World Wild Lab is an art installation that allows plants to express themselves through direct stimulation which is translated to real time 
visualizations. 

What is the installation made of? 

The basic elements that make up the first version of Organic Cinema are water plants and a tank filled with water from a local pond. An electronical hardware captures the signals 
emitted by the plants and an audio-visual equipment serves as a mediator between the signals and the viewer. Urban facades serve as a screen for the visualisation algorithms that 
were coded by the artists. The specific electronical signals received from the plants then determine the order in which the visualisations are displayed. 

The plant chosen by the artists is from the species Pistia Stratiotes. They describe it as a floating tropical invasive species. This plant is characterized by a fast grow rate and usually 
blocks the sunlight for other underwater growing plants in the habitat in which it thrives.  

How does it work? 

Custom made sensors called PlanEt, which are based on the processing hardware arduino, are the technical basis for Organic Cinema. The data is beeing transmitted through 
MQTT (an messaging protocoll) to software and then into visualisations. 

The signals that are treated for the audio-visual display are received from two different locations. The first ones are directly taken from the plants with two electrodes that measure 
the electrical signal between the two points of a plant. These will react to immediate changes in the environment such as shouting, touching or cutting. The result is a set of 
varying vertical stripes that fluctuate depending on the action potential of the plant. With stimuli the vertical stripes grow higher. The second set of signals are taken from the 
water tank. There a microscope measures a sample of water every day and determines the level of microorganisms living in the tank. These signals are displayed as white dots on 

a black background symbolizing the quantity of microorganisms.   
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What is the point of the installation? 

Organic Cinema is on a quest to render visible what escapes human perception and give importance to urban plants and urban nature in general. The art installation seeks to 
provide a platform through which the plants can express themselves and thereby alter city dweller’s perception to view them as equal residents of the city. Humans tend to forget 
the fact that plants, microbes, insects and animals are cohabiting permanently with us and are a vital part for our urban environment and even mental health. The dissociation 
from nature through our actions is one of the causes that led to climate change and decreasing biodiversity. Through Organic Cinema, World Wild lab wants to push the dialogue 
between plants, nature and humans.  

Which limitations has this installation? 

The Nano signals emitted by the plants need sophisticated and sensitive hardware in order to be distinct. In 2014 World Wilder Lab wasn’t able to distinguish signals from 
different species. The equipment that could perform such tasks exist but not within the ideology of the WWL. Indeed, WWL looks for solutions in open source and open hardware 
equipment.  

The second problem arises from the electrical signals themselves. How are we to interpret these signals? Organic Cinema translates the signals into visualizations and claims that 
the plants behave than as actors since the generated visualisations are displayed according to the signals. However even though the plants decide the sequence of the images, 
humans are at their origin. Does that make the plants less like actors and more like film directors?  

Finally, the plants react to environmental stimuli which they do not control. In a way that makes their reaction somewhat involuntary and them become “passive” actors.    

Which perspectives does this kind of installation give us? 

Organic Cinema leaves the viewer with a heightened sense of the urban environment. It raises questions about the possibilities of collaboration with urban nature rather than an 
opposition between urban and natural spaces. This also exposes the decisions of past architectural and urban planning concepts that have set walls and boundaries for plant life 
instead of integrating it. Furthermore, the species Pistia Stratiotes is proven to be useful for humans since it can be used to purify water in aquariums and ponds.  

Why is Organic Cinema a good sensory art installation? 

It involves the public since it partially requires their disturbance in the plants environment in order to see a change in the plant’s electronic signals. It combines multiple 
disciplines, environments, senses and actors. It offers possibilities and opportunities to learn about the world surrounding us in an informal and thereby effectively educational 
way.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D9GMnNkk1U

1 _ organic cinema: video link
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2 _ perception
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3 _ analysis & context
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tower: meeting & 
orientation point 
    
bridge: portal , viewing 
point , crossing & dividing 
element 
     
street: traffic & noise ; 
abrupt park boundary 

    
sphinx: artwork & historic 
value ; connecting place 
   
directions: integration in 
path structure; access 
   
axis: different viewing 
points & perspectives 

water: interellation leutra, 
ilm & spring ›ochsenauge‹

_ signs & symbols:
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bridge passengers: 
people crossing the 

bridge without 
visiting the park

riding bike: 
people crossing the 

bridge / people 
visiting the park

walking:  
people crossing the 

bridge /  walking 
through the park

jogging: 
people using the 

park for solo sports & 
enjoyment

(team) sports: 
people meeting & staying 

at one location in the 
park, usually sports

3 _ analysis & context



3 _ story & narration
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new nature 
depends on

collaboration between 
man and water
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From last time: groundwater diminishing in Thuringia and Weimar at a rate of up to 100mm/year and 
replenishment at a rate of up to 75mm/year 

Which means a general loss of 25mm/year: How to visualize this amount? At park level, human scale?

3 _ story & narration
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Time scale change Volume of lost 
groundwater

Translation into liters

Translate 25 mm/year into more relatable scale 
Change of years into minutes 
Liters as a everyday value 
Calculation of Volume according to 25mm

3 _ story & narration
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Geology of Ilm park

Translate 15 mm/year into more relatable scale 
Main components of the park: clay (61%), travertine (25%), sandstone (keuper 9%) ( 
Average porosity of the park: 39% 
Size of the park: 48ha 
Result: 5,3 l/min 

Porosity of Ilm park Size of Ilm park

3 _ story & narration



3 _ data: input & output
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water input:  
either data from ph-

value, tds (cleanliness), 
oxygen level or turbidity 

water output:  
influence on color 
lighting patterns 

through movement

_______________________

human input:  
either data heart pulse 
or heart rate variability 

human output:  
influence on frequency 
of lighting ; mechanical 

movement of lights

_______________________



__________ 

missing lighting situation 
in the park, light source 
as attraction for visitors, 

visible from afar (bridge)

__________ 

meeting point for park 
visitors, exchange about 

different heart rates, 
relation to water

__________ 

participants & spectators 
as moving canvas for the 

water reflection

__________ 

use of sustainable energy 
for powering the installation 

(solar, photovoltaik, water 
movement etc.)
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3 _ action & interaction



What is New Nature in context of the Ilmpark for us? 
New Nature is the present day utopia of the Ilmpark that has been historically manicured to fit certain esthetic taste. 
Nowadays climate change is endangering this neat picture. The gardeners have to work harder in order to preserve 
the image of the park. One of the main problems that the park is facing in the next generations has to do with water 
supply. So new nature is a close collaboration between man and water. 
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How severe is the water loss in the Ilmpark? 
Thüringen is one of the regions that suffers the most from deficient groundwater renewal. Due to it’s geological 
heritage and location the park is losing water. We chose the worst case scenario for the water loss according to 
“Klimawandel in Deutschland” Kunstmann et al. So that when we take in account groundwater levels loss and 
renewal we end up with a deficiency of 15 mm/year. 

4 _ final summary
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Why choose the Ochsenauge as a location for our project?  
The Ochsenauge plays an important role in the esthetic quality of the park since it is part of the historical landmarks. 
It plays an important role in supplying it’s surroundings with water and will be even more important as water supply 
becomes problematic. Furthermore, the spring is a karst type source of water and depends on rainwater and thus 
will be affected by climate change. 

4 _ final summary
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How do we tie all these aspects into our project? 
Our scenario requires three players: humans, the park and the spring. The humans are at the heart of the problem 
since they are responsible for diminishing resources. The park relies upon human aid in order to maintain its image. 
And the spring is influenced by human behavior concerning climate change. So we need a common denominator to 
raise awareness about the situation. To this effect we want to compare the liquids in each actor. The human blood 
cycle, the groundwater loss and the spring output. For this we chose the same scale which is understandable at a 
human level: l/min. Our goal is to show the difference between the blood circulation, groundwater loss and spring 
output in l/min. 
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4 _ final summary

„Die Stadt Weimar ruft die Bürgerinnen und Bürger angesichts wiederkehrender 
Trockenwetterlagen und sinkender Wasserstände dazu auf, das vorhandene Grund- und 
Oberflächenwasser mit Bedacht zu nutzen und Verschwendungen zu vermeiden.“ 

„In view of recurring dry weather conditions and falling water levels, the city of Weimar calls on 
citizens to use the existing groundwater and surface water carefully and to avoid waste.“ 

„In den letzten Jahren hat die Grundwasserneubildung auch in unserer Region abgenommen. Die 
Niederschläge erreichen das Grundwasser kaum, da die Böden ausgetrocknet und wenig 
aufnahmefähig für kurze und intensive Niederschläge sind." 

„In recent years, the renewance of groundwater has decreased in our region. Precipitation barely 
reaches the groundwater because the soil is dried out and not very receptive to short and intensive 
precipitation.“ 

„Der Grundwasserpegel an der Messstelle am Theater fällt nach einer kurzen Erholung im Frühjahr 
stetig.    Ähnlich sieht es mit den Oberflächengewässern in Weimar aus: Ilm, Asbach, Kirsch- und 
Lottenbach haben über das Jahr zeitweilig sehr niedrige Wasserstände.   Die Brunnenstube im 
Rabenwäldchen, die zur Versorgung innerstädtischer Laufbrunnen dient, war fast versiegt[…]“ 

„Dennoch wird Wasser auch hierzulande ein immer kostbareres Gut, das nicht unendlich zur 
Verfügung steht.“ 

„In this country, too, water is becoming an increasingly precious commodity that is not infinitely 
available.“ 
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5 _ design concept
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_ movement & frequency:
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light circle: Floating lights, Led, 
changeable colors, 12pcs, diameter 
8cm. Anchor for lights, filled with 
water, covered by sediments, circuit 
for nylon cables

sensors: Flowrate measuring 
equipment, Pulse sensor on 
interface 

interface: Envelope for the Arduino 
and other electronic equipment, 
height: 1m, a hidden Arduino board 
and motor

5 _ design concept of installation



5 _ alternative concept
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(1) _ projection: 

_ setup with a beamer 
above the center of 
›ochsenauge‹ 

_ spring floor as a 
canvas for visuals 
based on pulse and 
water data 

_ use of processing to 
create a vortex with 
the spring as point of 
origin 

(2) _ shifting lights: 

_ setup with multiple 
lights & focus on the 
reflection of light and 
water 

_ expansion of the 
installations scale 
around the ›leutra‹  to 
visualize the springs 
stream leading to the 
ilm 

_light up the park 



6 _ interface concept
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(1) _ bpm: 

…  put your finger on the fingerprint icon 

…  a buzzer underneath the icon vibrates  
      with your heart rate 

…  the color of the balls changes to a red  

…  the lights pulsate with your heart rate 

(2) _ cardiac output: 

…  press on one of the buttons to key in     
      your age-group 

…  depending on your age and bpm your  
     specific cardiac output gets displayed 

…  the light balls move inside in a circular  
     movement  

…  the radius displays the amount of blood  
      your heart pumps per minute



(3) _ water flow: 

…  press on the button to see the current  
      water flow of the spring 

…  the color of the balls changes to a blue  

…  the light balls move outside in a   
      circular movement 
  
…  the radius displays the amount of  
      water emitted by the spring each minute

(4) _ depletion: 

…  press on the button to see the water  
      depletion of the park 

…  the light balls move inside in a circular  
     movement  

…  the radius displays the amount of water  
      the park loses each minute 

…   the lights slowly fade out visualizing  
       the end of the spring

6 _ interface concept
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6 _ interface concept
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6 _ interface concept
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6 _ interface concept
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7 _ processing interface
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Floating lights, Led, 
changeable colors, 
12pcs, diameter 8cm

Arduino board 

Pulse sensor on 
interface

Anchor for lights, 
filled with water, 
covered by 
sediments, circuit 
for nylon cables

Nylon cables, use for 
holding back the 
lights

Flowrate measuring 
equipment

Interface Envelope for the 
Arduino and other 
electronic equipment, 
height: 1m

Servo or step motor 
to monitor the lights 
movement 

Cable circuit schema

8 _ prototype concept
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Floating light, Led, 
changeable colors, 
diameter 8cm

Arduino board 

Pulse sensor on 
interface

Anchor for lights, 
filled with water, 
circuit for nylon 
cables

Nylon cable for 
holding back the light

Flowrate measuring 
equipment

Servo or step motor 
to monitor the light’s 
movement 

Water input 
preferably through 
shower or waterhose

Water tank long 
enough for 
movement

8 _ prototype concept





9 _ visualisation
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9 _ visualisation
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Arduino: 32 € 
  
Stepper motor Nema 23: 40 € 

Nylon and attaching equipment: 30 € 

PK Green outdoor floating light 12pcs: 1.080 € 

Cover for Arduino & electronics: 30 € 

Heart rate Sensor: 30 € 

Open channel flowrate sensor: 200-500 € 

Extras: 20 € 
_______________________________________ 

total sum: 1.612 €

10 _ future developement
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OCHSENAUGE  –  WHAT’S IN FRONT OF YOU 

Ochsenauge is one of three springs in the Ilmpark, 
which belong to the so called Leutra springs. Leutra 
refers to the old german word „läutern“ which means to 
wash or to launder and refers back to the initial use of 
the spring and the leutra river, which gets only a few 
meters long before it flows into the ilm river. Both the 
Ochsenauge and the Sphinxgrotto – which can be seen 
on the picture underneath – have been crafted artfully 
at the end of the 18th century. The Ensemble is one of 
the oldest facilities on the park and is part of the 
UNESCO World Heritage Klassisches Weimar. For more 
information about the springs and the Ilm park itself feel 
free to visit the website of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar.

GROUNDWATER  –  WHAT’S UNDER YOUR FEET 

Ochsenauge is a karst spring, which means it is characterized by 
underground drainage systems typically with sinkholes and caves. 
Through these drains, karst springs represent a natural exit for the 
groundwater to the surface of the lithosphere.  

Mainly through rain the groundwater in Weimar gets renewed by 
85mm per year. These values were calculated during a research from 
the TLUG (thuringian state office for environment) between 2011 and 
2013. [1]  In the publication „Klimawandel in Deutschland“ an 
estimated  subsidence of 100mm per year is mentioned for the 
region [2], which leads to a total deficit of 15mm per year. Through an 
estimation based on the map service from the TLUBN, we came to 
the conclusion that the ground in the ilm park has the following soil 
conditions: clay (61%), travertine (25%), sandstone/keuper (9%). This 
composition leads to an average ground porosity of 39 %, which 
influences the amount of water the ground can store. The park itself 
has an estimated size of 48 hectars. The amount of water lost per 
minute in the park: 5,34 l/m. 

For more information about the need to responsibly handle our 
water resources you can visit the press release from the city of 
weimar. For more information about the water balance you can use 
this link from the TLUG. Finally, if you need more information about 
the climate change and its effect on germany you can read the 
book „Klimawandel in Deutschland“ here for free. 

10 _ future development

https://www.klassik-stiftung.de/ihr-besuch/ausstellung/fuehrung-durch-den-ilmpark/
https://stadt.weimar.de/aktuell/presse/mitteilung/stadt-weimar-appelliert-zu-verantwortungsvollem-umgang-mit-wasser/
https://stadt.weimar.de/aktuell/presse/mitteilung/stadt-weimar-appelliert-zu-verantwortungsvollem-umgang-mit-wasser/
http://www.tlug-jena.de/uw_raum/umweltregional/we/we08.html
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-662-50397-3
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• https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/set-of-black-silhouettes-of-people-having-fun-vector-21056316  
• http://worldwilderlab.lifthoofd.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/14815844690_4041e45be5_k-640x360.jpg 
• https://venturewell.org/wp-content/uploads/dry-pond-910x620.jpg 
• https://userscontent2.emaze.com/images/5ba7b3c4-a581-45ce-b0ee-51dae87ac52a/4849467f-23d3-4c92-a737-79c13521153c.png 
• https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/860_main_rainstorm.gifh 
• ttps://media.istockphoto.com/photos/hands-playing-with-fresh-water-picture-id174927831?k=6&m=174927831&s=612x612&w=0&h=Y0WEZDMOQ9rWogXYoRFAWIxGK3SzDKJmAfsAeD-6xXM= 
• https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Fra_Carnevale_-_The_Ideal_City_-_Walters_37677.jpg 
• https://cdn.netdoktor.de/cb/infusion-593_id_87738-472a8a6d3e389cf0703616b6bcadf7.webp 
• https://thumbs.dreamstime.com/b/human-body-shape-running-man-filled-blue-water-blue-gradient-background-sport-fitness-hydration-healthy-lifestyle-173401906.jpg 
• https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1559837627-de5ea80a1f43?ixid=MXwxMjA3fDB8MHxzZWFyY2h8NHx8d2F0ZXIlMjBzb3VyY2V8ZW58MHx8MHw%3D&ixlib=rb-1.2.1&auto=format&fit=crop&w=500&q=60 
• https://images.wsj.net/im-117619?width=1260&size=0.6666666666666666 
• https://c4.wallpaperflare.com/wallpaper/425/944/870/bench-lantern-night-lights-wallpaper-preview.jpg 
• https://www.solarbranche.de/images/Bilder_Kategorien/Fotolia_77625896_1280_512.jpg 
• http://ibc.ac.th/en/sites/default/files/DSC08976.resized.JPG 
• http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-X_J_XcWEnyg/TyWYpvXIfdI/AAAAAAAAGj0/YbgML5NHQoA/s320/pics+923.jpg  
• https://klassewasser.de/content/language1/img_636/Grundwasser_1_636x400.jpg 
• http://archiv.nationalatlas.de/wp-content/art_pdf/Band2_66-67_archiv.pdf 
• http://www.tlug-jena.de/uw_raum/umweltregional/thueringen/maps/thr084_7110.jpg 
• https://wassersprudler.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/wasserquellen.png 
• https://st.depositphotos.com/1400069/3488/i/600/depositphotos_34885699-stock-photo-texture-layers-of-earth.jpg 
• https://www.kindpng.com/picc/m/131-1317972_soil-png-image-file-pile-of-black-dust.png 
• https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2822/2674/products/mybx1tobexiubi2ccq02_1024x1024.jpg?v=1571711098 
• https://s.yimg.com/aah/simplywallclocks/italian-hotel-wall-clock-by-j-thomas-2.gif 
• https://inteng-storage.s3.amazonaws.com/img/iea/Z3G8YxME6m/sizes/heart-cells-space-research_md.jpg 
• https://canary.contestimg.wish.com/api/webimage/5f0c021e8cc65543c5d966dd-6-large.jpg 
• https://5.imimg.com/data5/KO/IY/MY-2226578/nylon-braided-hose-pipe-500x500.jpg 
• https://www.ntecmonofil.com/Content/upload/2019103777/201907261423262168406.jpg 
• https://www.dm-toys.de/files/produktfotos/Diverse/2018/Diverse_Tower-PRO-SG90.jpg 
• https://www.electan.com/images/Seeedstudio/1083.jpg 
• https://psierp.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/rsz_adobestock_22355574.jpg 
• https://reference.wolfram.com/language/ref/device/Files/Arduino.en/1.png 
• https://cdn.idealo.com/folder/Product/200563/7/200563731/s3_produktbild_gross/taylors-eye-witness-knife-block-empty.jpg 
• https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/1AIAAOSwusdaU~GU/s-l640.jpg 
• https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/61ErgxSvbDL._AC_SL1000_.jpg 
• https://brain-images-ssl.cdn.dixons.com/4/2/10199624/u_10199624.jpg 
• https://www.creativefabrica.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/23/Shower-icon-Graphics-1-4-580x386.jpg 
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